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Mid-weight, ripe, aromatic and fruity
The 2017 Burgundies I have selected here have lovely pure aromas, ripe fruit, fine-boned structure and 
attractive freshness. 

They reflect rather than conceal their terroir, showing the character of the vineyards in which they are grown. 

The crop was a good size overall, but not excessively large, and the weather was warm and dry resulting in an early harvest of ripe, 
healthy grapes. Despite this early harvest, the grapes are fresh as well as ripe. 

There are lovely wines in both colours. While 2017 may not hit the heights of the great 2015 reds or 2014 whites, for example, it is 
certainly a very attractive year: the wines should be delicious to drink early and will age well in the medium term.

In sum, it is a typically Burgundian vintage of delicious wines. 

For members looking for a variety of wines to choose from we include five mixed cases priced from £118 on page 22. 



Reds: a year that will give enormous pleasure 
2017 produced exuberantly fruity wines with medium structure, 
so that the aromas are not suppressed by their tannins. It was 
potentially high yielding for pinot noir and the best growers 
managed the yield and got ripe yet fresh grapes. The warm year 
produced an early harvest which took place between 2nd and 
15th September. 

A variety of red styles were made: the weather was good at 
vintage so there is a spread of picking dates. Some are fresh and 
bright, while the later-picked wines are rounder and sweeter.  
The notes on the domaines will guide you regarding the styles 
made at different addresses. 

Both the Côte de Beaune and Côte de Nuits were successful, 
making wines that in style and quality surpass 2014, are riper than 
2013 yet are lighter than the really concentrated and great 2016s 
and 2015s.

Whites: aromatic, ripe but fresh 
Chablis: bright and fresh
The weather was coolest in Chablis, leading to bright and fresh 
wines close to the great 2014s in style and character. In the last 
fortnight of April frost ravaged the vineyards, reducing yield but 
not affecting quality. Some premiers crus like Montée de Tonnerre 
and Mont de Milieu produced less than half a crop. The grands 
crus were partially protected by frost prevention measures.

Côte d’Or: excellent concentration and good 
structure
Many vines here are low yielding due to coulure (poor fruit set 
which reduces quantity, but not quality) and some heat stress, 
which may have conserved acidity. The summer was warm and 
so the moderate crop ripened quickly and was picked early at 
the end of August or early September.

Mâconnais: very good wines from the best growers 
It was warmest here and yields probably were at their highest, 
yet the good producers controlled this and picked early to 
preserve ripeness, making for very attractive wines.

AlcOHOl levels
This year, for the first time in our Burgundy offer, we are including 
indicative alcohol levels for all wines. Please note that these are 
intended as a guideline, and may vary slightly from what appears 
on the label after bottling.

sOIls: HOW dO THey AFFecT  
THe WINes?
When speaking about the vineyards, I occasionally mention  
the soil. I have put together a brief guide on how the soils in 
Burgundy affect the wines, which you can read at the back of  
this offer.

dIAM cORks
We continue to be pleased with the performance of Diam corks. 
These are manufactured from cork using patented processes, and 
have solved the problem of cork taint and variable porosity. Many 
high-quality producers are using them in Burgundy, and  
we have noted in this offer which ones. I am also now giving 
longer drinking dates for white wines closed with Diam corks 
than natural corks. For more information, visit  
thewinesociety.com/diam

ONce THe WINes ARRIve
When your wine arrives in the UK, you’ll be given three options:

1.  To store the wines in our ‘in-bond’ Reserves area. With this 
option, duty and VAT will only be payable (at the prevailing 
rate) when the wines are finally withdrawn. 

2.  To store the wines in duty-paid Members’ Reserves. Again, 
duty and VAT will be payable immediately. 

3.  To take delivery straight away. Duty and VAT will be payable 
immediately. 

For more details, please visit thewinesociety.com/inbondreserves

This offer will close at 8pm, Tuesday 19th March, 2019
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Toby Morrhall 
Society Buyer

Aloxe-Corton’s wines are softer and less rustic now post global warming
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 Mâconnais.

dOMAINe Bonhomme, Viré 
This is a top domaine making wine that matures well despite the modest price. André Bonhomme’s grandson Aurélien Palthey has 
been at the helm for the last five years or so and is making some of the best wines ever produced here. Bottled with diam corks.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  dozen

BU70861 viré-clessé cuvée spéciale    £100 
   2017 was quite warm in the Mâconnais, giving this an intense nose of flowers and pears. The palate is ripe, 

round and lightly honeyed (although analytically dry). This is made from 50 to 75-year-old vines. About 70% 
was barrel fermented and aged for 14 months on its lees – mostly in 400-litre barrels – before bottling.  
Drink from 2020 to 2024. 13.5%

cHâTeAU des Rontets, Fuissé
These cool, high-altitude, north-facing vineyards always give bright fresh wines which have more than a passing resemblance to the 
côte d’Or in style. 2017’s low yields of 42hl/ha explain the impressive concentration of flavour and structure here. Bottled with diam 
corks. 

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU71931  Pouilly-Fuissé clos varambon    £105
   Elegant Pouilly-Fuissé from 15 to 50-year-old vines, aged in foudres and pièces (different sized oak barrels), with 

a hint of richness to the palate. Drink from 2021 to 2024. 13% 

BU71941  Pouilly-Fuissé les Birbettes    £155
   Rontets’ top wine comes from a vineyard originally planted in the 1920s, with some replanting since. Fresh yet 

powerful, this is a beautifully balanced wine with a firm, taut palate. It is given about 20 months’ maturation in 
pièces. Drink from 2021 to 2026. 13% 

dOMAINe saint-Denis, Lugny
Quality and ecological awareness are the watchwords at saint-denis, where one-man band Hubert laferrère takes on every role 
from pruner to sales manager. He even builds or adapts his own farm machinery, being an agricultural engineer by training. In 2017 he 
brought in a smallish crop of 37hl/ha, beginning the harvest on 6th september. Bottled with a synthetic cork.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU71951 Mâcon-chardonnay    £65
   Lovely, harmonious, unoaked wine. Round and full as one expects from a Mâcon yet bright and fresh too.  

Drink from 2020 to 2021. 13% 

dOMAINe de lA soufRanDise, Fuissé
The vineyard here is just six hectares but divided into 21 parcels! Picking and fermenting each separately gives a great palette of 
different flavours, and the success of the wine most years is due to great skill in the assemblage of the different elements. They make a 
number of wines but we buy their best bottling, principally from the oldest vines mostly planted between 1928 and 1983. 2017 
brought a normal-sized yield of 55hl/ha, which was harvested between 30th August and 7th september. Bottled with diam corks.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU71961 Pouilly-Fuissé vieilles vignes    £80
   Ripe and full, lightly honeyed wine with a fresh finish. 30% fermented in 228-litre pièces and 70% in tanks.  

Drink from 2021 to 2024. 13.5%

Pouilly-Fuissé can come from five villages, not just the two villages in the  
appellation name. The others are Chaintré, Solutré and Vergisson
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 Chablis.

sAMUel BillauD
In my opinion, samuel makes some of the best wines of chablis. He was the brains and the winemaker behind the Billaud-simon 
domaine which, after a sad family feud, was sold to Faiveley. However, samuel retained his share of the vineyards which he 
complements with grapes bought in from vineyards where he is heavily involved in the viticulture and harvesting. some of the wines 
are unoaked, while others use oak; however, it is not new wood, and is used to develop the flavours of the wine with the greater 
amount of oxygen derived from maturation in barrel than tank. As a result, these wines are not marked by oak. All are bottled with 
diam corks.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU69781  chablis les Grands Terroirs    £75
   An excellent unoaked village Chablis with firm fruit and a taut palate. Drink from 2021 to 2023. 12.5% 

BU69791  chablis Premier cru vaillons vieilles vignes    £112
   From two parcels of vines, one 60 years old and one 80 years old, giving a wine with good structure to the 

palate and intense aromas and flavours of white peach. Drink from 2021 to 2023. 13% 

BU69801 chablis Premier cru Butteaux    £112
   Butteaux is an enclave of the premier cru Montmains vineyard and makes firmer and drier wines than those 

from the surrounding vines. Made from 60-year-old vines, this is a firm, fresh and dense Chablis. Fermented and 
matured in two 600hl demi-muids barrels, first used in 2010, but no oak flavour is apparent. Drink from 2022 
to 2025. 13%

BU69811 chablis Premier cru séchet vieilles vignes    £127
   A firm, grippy unoaked Chablis, fermented and matured in tank and offering excellent length of flavour.  

This comes from 90-year-old vines planted on marl soils in this sub-section of the Vaillons vineyard, giving a 
wonderfully mineral flavour more typical of the firmer, drier right-bank Chablis wines (e.g. Montée de Tonnerre, 
Mont de Milieu, Vaulorent and all the grands crus) than the wines on the left bank of the River Serein (like 
Vaillons and Montmains), which are usually a little fruitier and softer. Drink from 2023 to 2027. 13%

BU69821 chablis Premier cru Mont de Milieu    £127
   Made from tiny yields of just 20hl/ha in 2017 and fermented 80% in tank and 20% in 450-litre barrels, this 

begins rich and quite broad in the mouth before the grippy structure tightens the palate. A right-bank wine  
but facing due south, and so well exposed to the sun. Drink from 2023 to 2027. 13%

BU69831 chablis Premier cru Montée de Tonnerre    £145
   Fine, linear wine but a little richer in flavour than usual in 2017 thanks to low yields (just 25hl/ha). 80% was 

fermented in tank, while the remaining 20% was fermented and matured in 450-litre barrels. Drink from 2023 
to 2027. 13%

dOMAINe WIllIAM fèvRe
2017 brought significant frost damage at Fèvre, affecting yields but, thankfully, not quality. yields for the village chablis averaged  
40hl/ha and while the premiers crus of the east bank averaged 35-38hl, it was the premiers and grands crus of the west bank that 
suffered the most, giving just 15-30hl/ha. Fèvre’s wines are either partly or wholly fermented in barrels that have an average age of 
five years. This opens up the wines without marking them with any wood flavour. Bottled with diam corks.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU70671 chablis    £80
   Always offering excellent quality for a village wine, this is a pretty, floral, fresh-flavoured Chablis. 10% barrel 

fermented. Drink from 2021 to 2025. 12.5%

BU70681 chablis Premier cru Montmains    £157
   Offering white-peach aromas and a firm, taut palate, this is an excellent premier cru Chablis, 30% of which was 

barrel fermented. Drink from 2022 to 2026. 12.5%

BU70691 chablis Premier cru vaillons    £157
   Like the Montmains above, 30% of this wine is barrel fermented. Stylistically, however, it is a little rounder, with a 

lovely appealing ripeness to the fruit yet remaining lovely and fresh on the palate. Drink from 2022 to 2026. 13%

BU70701 chablis Premier cru Montée de Tonnerre    £215
   A baby brother to the grand cru Les Clos in style, and offering excellent concentration in 2017 thanks to yields 

of just 20-22hl/ha. 40% of the wine was barrel fermented. Long, fine-flavoured and slightly riper than usual. 
Drink from 2024 to 2029. 12.5%

BU70711 chablis Premier cru vaulorent    £245
   The closest of all the premiers crus to the depth and power of the grands crus. A firm and concentrated wine 

of excellent quality. Drink from 2025 to 2030. 13%
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 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU70721 chablis Grand cru Bougros    £275
   This 50% barrel-fermented wine has wonderful fresh limey notes to the aroma and the hallmark grand cru 

structure and weight on the palate. Drink from 2026 to 2034. 13% 

BU70731 chablis Grand cru côte Bouguerots    £385
   A broad, powerful wine in 2017, this comes from a 2.2ha parcel from some of the steepest slopes in Chablis – so 

steep that the plough has to be winched up the hillside! Drink from 2021 to 2026. 13% 

BU70741 chablis Grand cru les clos    £425
   An excellent vintage for the driest, firmest and most ageworthy Chablis of them all. 100% barrel fermented yet 

without a hint of oak to the flavour, Les Clos is uncompromisingly mineral and linear. Drink from 2026 to 2036. 13%

 Côte d’Or.

cOMTe aRmanD, dOMAINe des ePeNeAUx, Pommard
continuing the path towards elegance begun by his predecessor, Benjamin leroux, viticulturist and winemaker Paul Zinetti is  
further refining the wine, making it even silkier from tiny yields of just 35hl/ha and very little extraction in the vats. It is this gentle 
winemaking which, combined with global warming, has sweetened Pommard’s tannins. No longer is Pommard a rough bruiser.  
It is now a wine of great finesse. The harvest started here on the 3rd september. 

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU71081 Pommard Premier cru clos des epeneaux    £540
   Paul Zinetti showed me the elements that will make up the final blend: the ‘young vines’ cuvée (from 35-year-

old vines) showed perfume and freshness while the old-vine cuvée (65–95-year-old vines) had more density 
and breadth. The blend of these elements (100% destemmed and with 35% new oak) will be excellent.  
Drink from 2027 to 2038. 13.5%

dOMAINe deNIs Bachelet, Gevrey-Chambertin
superb in 2017. The small quantities of expertly crafted wines produced here are almost disproportionate to the magnitude of denis 
Bachelet’s fame. His remarkably modest cellars are located in an old building which was the local posthouse during the reign of louis 
xIv. They house the whole of Bachelet’s production, the fruit of just four hectares of vines he took over from his father as a teenager. 
He started harvesting on 9th september and as usual, his wines are 100% destemmed.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price three six

BU71091 côtes de Nuits-villages  – £200 
   A wine with pure, intense, beautiful pinot fruit, a vibrant palate and sweet tannins. It’s a pity such a wonderful 

wine has such a dreary-sounding appellation! 35% new oak. Drink from 2023 to 2027. 13%

BU71101 Gevrey-chambertin vieilles vignes   – £335
   Quintessential Burgundy: an exquisite pure pinot noir perfume and seductive, silky tannins. 45% new oak.  

Drink from 2025 to 2034. 12.5%

BU71111 Gevrey-chambertin Premier cru les corbeaux vieilles vignes   £300 –
   More clay in the soil here gives a slightly bigger and more structured wine than Denis’ straight Gevrey, but in 

the delightful 2017 vintage it is succulent and sweet natured. Drink from 2025 to 2036. 13%

Pommard - no longer a bruiser, now producing wines with finesse Latricières-Chambertin - seriously elegant Burgundy
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dOMAINe GHIslAINe BaRthoD, Chambolle-Musigny
After losing 60% of volume in 2016, the brilliant and conscientious Ghislaine Barthod’s yields are back to normal this year. These are 
some of the most delectable wines in chambolle-Musigny, harvested at 12-12.5%. she began the harvest on the 4th september.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price three six

BU72101 Bourgogne Rouge   – £105
   One of the best Bourgognes made by one of the top producers, vinified and matured for a year in barrel with 

the same care and attention as her top premiers crus. The accent is on the pretty red-fruit nose, while the 
palate is light-framed yet harmonious and balanced. Drink from 2025 to 2030. 12.5%

BU72111 chambolle-Musigny   – £250
   This strikes a lovely, mid-weight balance, with both ripe fruit and sweet tannins in harmony. Drink from 2027  

to 2032. 13% 

BU72121 chambolle-Musigny Premier cru combottes   £202 –
   Combottes offers a little extra sweetness and roundness than Ghislaine’s village Chambolle above.  

Drink from 2027 to 2033. 13% 

BU72131 chambolle-Musigny Premier cru Aux Beaux Bruns   £202 –
   Also in the mould of the village Chambolles, Beaux Bruns – situated mid slope with more soil, resulting a fuller 

and rounder style – has a little more ‘puppy fat’. Drink from 2027 to 2033. 13.5%

BU72141 chambolle-Musigny Premier cru les cras   £212 –
   The opposite in style to Beaux Bruns, this is firm and linear now but will blossom like an aromatic flower when 

mature. From a rocky vineyard high up the slope with a large percentage of limestone, whose 70-year-old vines 
produce small berries with a concentrated and mineral quality. Drink from 2029 to 2039. 13.5%

dOMAINe de Bellene, Beaune
Nicolas Potel is a remarkable man, being both hugely talented and possessing exceptional levels of energy and drive. This is his own 
domaine (his négociant bottlings, which are sold as Maison Roche de Bellene, can be found below). Good wines were made here in 
2017, with yields kept down to about 40hl/ha.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU69971 côtes de Nuits-villages vieilles vignes    £77
   A high-quality bottling from three 70-year-old vineyards just south of Nuits premier cru Clos de La Maréchale. 

This excellent wine is sold under a rather generic sounding appellation: good news for the savvy consumer! 
Drink from 2020 to 2026. 13% 

BU69981 Beaune Premier cru cinquentenaire    £132
   A blend of different and complementary premiers crus which offer a soft, round and appealing expression of 

pinot noir. A charming and extroverted wine offering excellent value for money. Drink from 2022 to 2026. 13.5%

BU69991 Beaune Premier cru Grèves    £195
   The last wine to be harvested from the domaine and you can taste the extra fat, ripeness and sweet tannins on 

the round and gently alluring palate. Drink from 2022 to 2026. 13.5%

MAIsON ROcHe de Bellene, Beaune
This is Nicolas Potel’s négociant business where wines are made from bought-in grapes, must or wine, often from the same sources 
each year. Nicolas buys cleverly and runs a tight ship, so the wines are well priced and of excellent quality. All bottled with diam corks.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU70001 Montagny    £50
   A delicious Montagny made from vineyards on sloping hillsides and fermented in tank. With a lovely balance 

between freshness on the nose and ripeness on the palate, this is a well-priced white Burgundy giving a lot of 
bang for your buck. Drink from 2021 to 2023. 12.5% 

BU70011 Meursault chevaliers    £187
   One of the excellent hillside Meursault wines, harmoniously combining freshness with a natural concentration that 

comes from the low-fertility soils. Drink from 2021 to 2026. 13%

BU70021 Meursault Premier cru charmes    £300
    Quintessential premier cru Meursault: full, generous and buttery with a long, fresh finish. Drink from 2021 to 

2026. 13%
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dOMAINe HeNRI Boillot, Volnay
An excellent range of 2017s in both colours. Henri Boillot started picking his white wines on 27th september and has successfully 
preserved the freshness. A new vertical press has further improved quality in the whites. These are fermented in 350-litre barrels 
(the traditional pièce is 228 litres) to reduce oxygen uptake and oakiness. The red wines are matured in pièces.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU71281 Puligny-Montrachet    £225
   A wine of tension, purity and finesse, made from the well-sited vineyards of Enseignères, Charmes, Rue aux 

Vâches and Ouillères. Drink from 2021 to 2024. 13% 

BU71291 Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru clos de la Mouchère    £455
   One of the top wines of the vintage, the 2017 Clos de la Mouchère offers grand cru weight and density yet 

somehow wears it lightly. Drink from 2022 to 2025. 13.5% 

BU71301 Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru les Pucelles    £500
   A winning combination of great purity of fruit, food-friendly grip and richness. Powerful but light on its feet. 

Drink from 2022 to 2025. 13.5%

BU71261 volnay Premier cru chevrets    £380
   A fresh, elegant pinot noir with a lovely mid-weight palate and sweet tannins. 50% new oak. Drink from 2024 to 

2032. 13% 

BU71271 volnay Premier cru les caillerets    £442
   For many, Caillerets is Volnay’s greatest vineyard. Boillot’s 2017 is a pure, racy and fine-boned wine which 

personifies the graceful Caillerets style. Drink from 2025 to 2034. 13% 

dOMAINe AlAIN BuRguet, Gevrey-Chambertin
Burguet makes big, soft and opulent wines that are welcoming and extrovert. They are late harvesters, starting 15th september in 2017. 
The combination of low yields from old vines, ripe fruit from a late harvest and extended barrel maturation explains the house style.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU71121 Gevrey-chambertin Mes Favorites vieilles vignes    £210
   Powerful and seductive Gevrey. Made from approximately 30 small parcels of vines of 70–100 years of age 

situated in seven different lieux-dits (named vineyards), this has a rich and powerful character. 20 months’ 
maturation in barrels softens the tannins until they are sweet and round. Drink from 2022 to 2032. 13%

dOMAINe sylvAIN cathiaRD, Vosne-Romanée
excellent wines here again. This domaine’s great renown belies its tiny size of just four hectares. sébastien cathiard has reduced some 
of the new oak here and continues to make the wines in a fresher and firmer style with greater clarity of fruit. He began his 2017 
harvest on 13th september. 

Please note: unfortunately quantities are so tiny that we have to limit members to one bottle only. 

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  bottle

BU71131 vosne-Romanée    £58
   With a pretty pinot perfume, velvety tannins and lovely freshness, this comes from just 0.85 hectares spread 

over five different plots of between 30 and 70 years of age. Drink from 2024 to 2033. 13% 

BU71151 vosne-Romanée Premier cru en Reignots    £150
   Fresh and pure wine with a fine, light-boned structure. This is made from vines planted in 1997 on soils with a 

bit of sand, giving a fresher, less tannic more softer style. Drink from 2026 to 2034. 13.5% 

BU71141 vosne-Romanée Premier cru en Orveaux    £150
   This has exquisite aromas of cherry kernels and wonderful intensity of flavour rather than brute force. Made 

from 65-year-old vines planted on soils high in limestone, with a cool north-easterly exposure but very good 
plant material which ripens well. Drink from 2027 to 2036. 13.5%

BU71161 vosne-Romanée Premier cru les Malconsorts    £266
   Perhaps the most complete and powerful of all the premiers crus in this cellar. From 30-year-old vines, it has an 

extra density of flavour, a little more structure and yet more finesse. Drink from 2027 to 2037. 13.5%
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dOMAINe chanson 
I thought chanson was one of the best cellars in 2016 and they have produced excellent wines again in the 2017 vintage. Founded in 
1750, this is one of the great historic producers of Burgundy. Jean-Pierre confuron has made these wines from 45 hectares of 
domaine vineyards and bought-in grapes. Many of the wines are made and matured in the defence tower, the Bastion, which dates 
from the 15th century. some of the walls are eight metres thick! Jean-Pierre uses 100% whole-bunch fermentation for the domaine 
reds, which gives them a pure, fresh and intensely aromatic character. Harvest began on 3rd september.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU71211 côte de Nuits villages   £82
   This is a little star, made principally from bought-in grapes from the well situated and unusually named Queue de 

Hareng (herring tail) vineyard in Brochon, which borders the excellent Gevrey vineyard Evocelles. Beautiful, 
sweet pinot fruit and silky tannins; not to mention excellent value for money. Drink from 2024 to 2028. 13% 

BU71221 savigny-lès-Beaune Premier cru la dominode    £142
   Savigny is a coolish spot, producing a wonderfully aromatic wine with a lovely freshness and energy on the 

palate. Made using fruit from Chanson’s own domaine. Drink from 2024 to 2030. 13.5%

BU71241 Beaune Premier cru clos du Marconnets    £147
   Exceptionally good. From Chanson’s own vineyard, this is another great success with considerable depth and 

weight for a Beaune, lifting and emphasising the round and fruity palate. Drink from 2025 to 2032. 13% 

BU71231 Beaune Premier cru Grèves    £165
   Also from their own vineyard, this is a lovely, accessible and charming wine with a sweet, fruity palate and 

intense aromas helped by the use of whole-bunch fermentation. Drink from 2024 to 2031. 13%

dOMAINe JeAN chauvenet, Nuits-Saint-Georges
One of the best cellars in 2017. The wines have a lovely richness and the tannins are sweet. since 2009 winemaker christophe drag 
has been filling the fermenting vats with grapes using the gentler system of inclined conveyor belts rather than a pump, leading to less 
tannic wines. 

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU72151 Nuits-saint-Georges    £115
   An excellent level of quality for a village Nuits made in a friendly style. This comes from the Allots vineyard, and 

is round, ripe and plummy. Drink from 2024 to 2029. 13%

BU72161 Nuits-saint-Georges Premier cru Rue de chaux    £225
   Quite a fine expression of Nuits, coming from soil with some limestone and based more on freshness and 

minerality than sheer power. Drink from 2024 to 2033. 13% 

BU72171 Nuits-saint-Georges Premier cru les damodes    £245
   A lovely, sweet, ripe and fine-flavoured Damodes from a tiny holding of just 0.28ha on the northern (Vosne) 

side of the appellation. Fresh and silky on the palate. Drink from 2025 to 2033. 13.5%

BU72181 Nuits-saint-Georges Premier cru les vaucrains    £287
   Ripe, sweet fruit dominates the palate, but the structure is attractive and soft, and the tannins frictionless. From 

a hillside location on poor soil, this big, broad-shouldered Nuits is the most powerful and richly flavoured wine 
in Chauvenet’s range. Drink from 2027 to 2035. 13.5%

dOMAINe ROBeRT chevillon, Nuits-Saint-Georges
Another of the best cellars of 2017, and this year with better yields (ranging from 35-50hl/ha). Harvest began on 5th september. 
superb, perfumed wines in the fine-boned chevillon style.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price three six

BU71431 Nuits-saint-Georges vieilles vignes   – £187
   With intense floral aromas and kirsch notes on the palate, this is a delightful, pretty pinot noir. Drink from 2023 

to 2029. 13%

BU71441 Nuits-saint-Georges Premier cru les Perrières   – £272
   Fine, light, yet persistent pinot noir which is fresh and quite mineral for a red wine. Drink from 2023 to 2030. 13.5%

BU71461 Nuits-saint-Georges Premier cru les Roncières   – £272
   An intensely aromatic red with deeper and softer fruit than the Perrières above. Drink from 2023 to 2032. 13.5%

BU71451 Nuits-saint-Georges Premier cru les Pruliers   – £272
   Fuller, with firmer and more structured tannins yet they remain ripe and silky. A step up in the hierarchy.  

Drink from 2025 to 2035. 13.5%
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 Ref  In-Bond delivered price three six

BU71471 Nuits-saint-Georges Premier cru les cailles   £205 –
   Chevillon have a superb one-hectare holding here with 46 rows of 90-year-old vines and 14 rows that were 

replanted in 2000. This wine was quite closed when I tasted it, yet it was clear that this is a further step up in 
power, structure and quality. It will need time for its fruit to unfurl, but patience will certainly be rewarded. 
Drink from 2027 to 2035. 13.5% 

BU71481 Nuits-saint-Georges Premier cru les vaucrains   £205 –
   Rich and full with silky tannins and great length of flavour, this is less austere in 2017 as the fruit is not 

dominated by the tannins. Drink from 2028 to 2038. 13.5%

dOMAINe BRUNO claiR , Marsannay
2017 is another success at this domaine whose quality is rising up the rankings. Made with minimal extraction and new oak, these are 
understated wines through which one clearly tastes the variations of terroir. They started their harvest on 5th september.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price three six

BU71351 Marsannay les Grasses Têtes   – £132
   The red clay soils of Grasses Têtes lend this wine considerable power, yet the tannins are sweet. Drink from 

2021 to 2025. 13%

BU71361 savigny-lès-Beaune Premier cru la dominode   – £245
   This is quite a chunky wine in its youth but becomes more refined over time in bottle as the tannin precipitates 

out as sediment. About 40% of this wine comes from the original 1902 planting and 60% from vines aged about 
40 years old. Drink from 2024 to 2028. 13%

BU71371 Morey-saint-denis en la Rue de vergy   – £265
   Excellently situated above grand cru Clos de Tart, this high-altitude vineyard produced a bright and vibrant 2017 

with succulent pinot fruit. Drink from 2023 to 2028. 13% 

BU71381  chambolle-Musigny les véroilles   – £265
   Pretty, red-cherry scented, light-framed and ethereal Chambolle from a vineyard situated on the slope above 

Bonnes Mares. Drink from 2023 to 2030. 13%

BU71391 vosne-Romanée les champs Perdrix   – £325
   This cool hillside vineyard high on the slope above Malconsorts is the last to be picked each year. Stylistically it’s 

typical of its hillside location, where cooler exposition and less soil produce an elegant fine-boned style; yet the 
age of the vines brings a silkier touch to the tannins. Drink from 2024 to 2029. 13%

BU71401 Gevrey-chambertin Premier cru clos du Fonteny  –  £435
   Soft and velvet-textured in 2017, benefitting from an early malolactic fermentation. From well-sited vines next to 

the grand cru Ruchottes Chambertin (quite high up the slope and adjoining the Combe de Lavaux), this is a wine 
with both mineral and floral characteristics, combined with red and black fruit. Drink from 2025 to 2032. 13%

BU71411 Gevrey-chambertin Premier cru clos-saint-Jacques   £412 –
   This is a graceful wine where all elements are present in harmonious proportions with no one element 

dominating. Perhaps the reason this special cru produces consistently brilliant and balanced wines is because 
each of the five growers has rows of vines running from the bottom to the top of the slope. Clair have two 
plots, one planted in 1957 and the other in 1972. Drink from 2025 to 2034. 13%

BU72071 Bonnes Mares   £625 – 
   With rounded fruit, sweet tannins and a fresh finish, this is a very well-balanced Bonnes Mares. Drink from  

2027 to 2035. 13%

BU71421 chambertin clos-de-Bèze Grand cru   £625 –
   A gentle giant this year, the ripe and fresh-flavoured fruit covering the light to medium structure. A less tannic 

vintage such as 2017 releases the aromas and this has great intensity to its perfume. Drink from 2027 to 2035. 13%
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dOMAINe coche-BizouaRD, Meursault
lovely, balanced and very high-quality 2017s from this little-known domaine, which still flies under the radar and sells at very fair 
prices. Harvesting started on 5th september and the wines are bottled with diam corks.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price six dozen

BU71691 Bourgogne chardonnay   – £125
   Freshly balanced wine with a hint of honeyed richness. 100% fermented then matured in 500-litre barrels for a 

year. Drink from 2021 to 2023. 13%

BU71701 Auxey-duresses   £110 –
   This rich, full, broad wine from Auxey, situated in a side valley bordering Meursault, offers excellent value for 

money. Drink from 2022 to 2025. 13.5%

BU71711 Meursault   £145 –
   A lovely example of the ripe and buttery style of Meursault with a lovely scent of pears in the 2017 vintage. 

Drink from 2022 to 2026. 13%

BU71721 Meursault Ormeau   £155 –
   Big, opulent and ample wine from an early-ripening vineyard, which although situated low down the slope,  

near the Château de Meursault, has a warm, well-drained gravelly soil. Drink from 2021 to 2025. 13.5%

BU71731 Meursault Premier cru charmes   £255 –
   Charmes by name and by nature, this has an alluring, sensual texture and natural concentration of flavour.  

Made from vines of 80 years old and over. Drink from 2022 to 2028. 13.5%

BU71741 Meursault Premier cru Gouttes d’Or  £265 –
   The name means ‘Drops of Gold’, which gives an idea of what to expect: this is a big, weighty style of Meursault 

with good food-friendly ‘grip’ on the palate. This will appeal to those who enjoy the big, old-fashioned style of 
Meursault. Drink from 2022 to 2027. 14%

BU71681 Meursault Rouge   £105 –
   Very successful in 2017, Coche-Bizouard’s red Meursault puts the emphasis on the fruit rather than the 

structure and is made for enjoying in its refreshing youth. A very pretty pinot noir with intense red-cherry 
aromas. Drink from 2020 to 2023. 13%

dOMAINe DRouhin-laRoze, Gevrey-Chambertin
The younger generation, caroline and Nicolas, continue to drive quality upwards at this domaine. They began the harvest on 6th 
september. The use of new oak has been reduced (the premiers crus now get 60% and grands crus have been reduced from 100% to 
80%) and they have continued experimenting with whole-bunch fermentation (see the notes below for the percentages).

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price three six

BU70321 Gevrey-chambertin   – £162
   An intensely perfumed wine, aided by 25% whole-bunch fermentation, this is light to medium-bodied, taut and 

fresh. Drink from 2023 to 2026. 12.5%

BU70331 Gevrey-chambertin Premier cru lavaux saint-Jacques   £116 –
   From a well-sited vineyard in the cool Combe de Lavaux, this is a bright, fresh and vibrant wine. No whole-

bunch fermentation is used for this Gevrey. Drink from 2025 to 2029. 13%

BU70341 latricières-chambertin Grand cru   £237 –
   Elegant Burgundy from a vineyard cooled by air currents from the Combe de Grisard. Despite its fine-boned 

and understated style, this nonetheless has impressive length of flavour. 25% whole-bunch fermented. Drink 
from 2025 to 2034. 13%

BU70351 Bonnes Mares Grand cru   £287 –
   In a light-to-medium structured vintage such as this one, those wines which are usually big and tannic have a 

more fruit-dominated flavour and richer balance, which suits them well. This Bonnes Mares, often quite a rugged 
wine, is a lovely example. 25% whole bunch. Drink from 2025 to 2035. 13% 

BU70361 chambertin clos-de-Bèze Grand cru   – £630
   A step up the quality hierarchy, Drouhin-Laroze’s Clos-de-Bèze is a noble wine of great class. Concentrated, rich 

and powerful yet with a lovely fresh finish, this is excellent. 25% whole bunch. Drink from 2027 to 2037. 13%
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JeAN-PHIlIPPe fichet, Meursault
The perfectionist Jean-Philippe Fichet is a driven man: hard work is second nature to him and he runs marathons for fun! As usual, his 
range of wines is most attractive, with 2017’s harvest beginning on 1st september.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU71751 Bourgogne Blanc    £72
   A bright and vibrant Bourgogne, fermented in 500 and 600-litre barrels to maintain freshness. Drink from 2020 

to 2022. 13%

BU71761  Bourgogne Blanc vieilles vignes    £95
   A very good buy, Jean-Philippe’s old-vine Bourgogne is a little riper, softer and fuller than the straight bottling 

above, and offers greater length of flavour. Drink from 2021 to 2023. 13%

BU71771 Meursault    £175
   An impressive, balanced assemblage: two-thirds of the fruit is sourced from hillside vineyards for freshness and 

concentration, while the other third comes from lower-lying vineyards for richness and breadth. Drink from 
2021 to 2024. 13%

BU71781 Meursault Meix sous le château    £200
   A delicious contrast to the straight Meursault above, this comes from a vineyard with high levels of clay in the 

soil, resulting in a more opulent, broad-flavoured style. Drink from 2021 to 2024. 13%

BU71791 Meursault les chevalières    £255
   This hillside vineyard has a stony soil, high in limestone, giving a quite taut and tense young wine, but one that 

broadens and deepens over time. Structured yet pleasantly ripe, this will develop beautifully with some time in 
bottle. Drink from 2021 to 2024. 13%

dOMAINe JeAN-NOël gagnaRD, Chassagne-Montrachet
One of the top cellars of the vintage. caroline lestimé has continued the traditions her father implemented while making some 
significant adjustments along the way. No chemical fertilisers or herbicides are used in accordance with her utmost respect for the 
environment and her determination to create a modern, dynamic domaine based on these principles. The wines are matured in 
traditional 228-litre pièces for 14-18 months. 

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU71311 chassagne-Montrachet champ derrière    £180
   Made from a low yield of just 42hl/ha this year, this has a lovely tension between richness and freshness, and a 

long finish. Drink from 2021 to 2024. 13%

BU71321 chassagne-Montrachet Premier cru les chaumées    £270
   This hillside vineyard yielded just 25hl/ha in 2017, producing a concentrated wine with ripe peachy fruit. Drink 

from 2021 to 2024. 13.5%

BU71331 chassagne-Montrachet Premier cru clos de la Maltroie    £285
   Bright, crystalline wine; less fruity than Chaumées but instead more floral in style. Drink from 2021 to 2025. 13.5%

BU71341 chassagne-Montrachet Premier cru les caillerets    £525
   This honeysuckle-scented Burgundy comes from a great vineyard rivalling the best sites in Puligny. High on the 

slope, the limestone soil in Caillerets produces elegant wines with great length of flavour and Gagnard’s 2017 is 
at once fine-boned yet persistently long on the finish. Outstanding. Drink from 2021 to 2026. 13.5%

Meursault produced ripe yet fresh wines in 2017
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dOMAINe JeAN gRivot, Vosne-Romanée
One of the top cellars of 2017; this is a remarkable year 
for Grivot in terms of both quality and style. This domaine 
is on an impressive upward curve of quality (from a 
starting point of excellence), sweeping up to join the 
handful of the best domaines in Burgundy. etienne has 
been picking riper and later for a decade and the wines 
have become gentler and more relaxed. 

2017 appears to mark a richer, riper, sweeter style due to 
the character of the vintage and/or the increasing 
influence of the new generation, Mathilde and Hubert. 
Only time will tell. The extra ripeness has produced 
sensual, even sumptuous wines, with caressing velvety 
tannins. It’s a change from the more cerebral and 
intellectual style of a decade ago. The harvest began on 
12th september. etienne has recently invested in a top-
quality destemmer and nearly all the grapes arrive whole 
in the vats, which has also improved the quality of the 
tannins. The wines are matured for 15 months in barrel, 
are only filtered if necessary and are not fined.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price three six

BU71801 Bourgogne Rouge   – £137 
   Very good quality for a Bourgogne. The 2017 offers a gentle and silky mouthfeel and a fresh finish. Drink from 

2023 to 2026. 12.5%

BU71811 vosne-Romanée   – £245
   Few village Vosnes are this good. A round and ample wine with lovely, silky tannins. Drink from 2026 to 2033. 13%

BU71821 Nuits-saint-Georges Premier cru les Pruliers   – £525
   This is a firm and serious Nuits, yet with silky tannins and no dryness. Drink from 2029 to 2034. 13%

BU71831 vosne-Romanée Premier cru les Brûlées   – £725
   This black-fruited pinot offers a deep and profound flavour. A keeper. Drink from 2029 to 2034. 13%

BU71841 clos de vougeot Grand cru  – £900
   Very impressive. Vougeot can sometimes be a bit gruff and burly but this is very refined. The tannins are 

polished and glide over the palate. Drink from 2029 to 2036. 13.5%

BU71851 vosne-Romanée Premier cru les suchots   £450 –
   Sleek and silky wine with black-cherry fruit, a hint of kirsch and a very long, fresh finish. Drink from 2028 to 

2035. 13%

lOUIs JaDot, Beaune
I tasted 103 wines at Jadot and selected just 18. Here is my choice of la crème de la crème. Jadot make comparatively big (yet balanced 
and satisfying) wines which appeal to those who like this style of Burgundy. The reds have a long vinification in vat, which increases 
tannin, and the whites often have blocked malolactic fermentations, as in 2017 where 80% was suppressed, which increases the 
acidity. However, both are given 18 months in barrel to soften and develop. This was once the typical length of maturation but is now 
increasingly rare. diam corks are used for all of the white wines here.

a note on the names of these wines: those ending ‘(Jadot)’ come from louis Jadot’s own domaine, ‘(Héritiers)’ from les 
Héritiers de louis Jadot and ‘(Gagey)’ from domaine Henri Gagey. They have a long-term lease with the duc de Magenta – ‘(Magenta)’ 
– for a number of vineyards. Those without such a name come from bought-in grapes or wine, but don’t assume these are inferior. 

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price three six

BU71001 Pernand-vergelesses clos de la croix de Pierre (Jadot)  –  £127
   A blend that includes premier cru as well as village fruit, meaning that this is much better than its ‘village’ label 

suggests. The 2017 is ripe and peachy and yet the finish is lovely and fresh. Drink from 2021 to 2024. 13%

BU71021 Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru clos de la Garenne (Magenta)   – £337
   This muscular Puligny comes from old, low-yielding vines between 60-100 years of age situated just above Clos 

de la Mouchère and adjacent to Folatières. The 2017 has a long and fresh finish. Drink from 2022 to 2026. 13.5%

BU71031 Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru Folatières (Héritiers)   – £337
   With intense floral aromas, a lightly honeyed palate and a fresh finish, this comes from vines planted in 1973 in 

the En La Richarde part of Folatières high on the hillside towards Chevalier Montrachet. Drink from 2022 to 
2026. 13.5%
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 Ref  In-Bond delivered price three six

BU71011 corton-charlemagne Grand cru (Héritiers)   £375 –
   Powerful and ripe wine with a broad, firm and fleshy palate from the south-facing Pougets vineyard near  

Aloxe-Corton. Drink from 2025 to 2034. 13.5%

BU71041 chevalier Montrachet les demoiselles Grand cru (Héritiers)   £1,000 –
   This is one of the white wines of the vintage. Opposite in style to the Corton-Charlemagne above, this has a 

fine linear palate with crystalline fruit. From the top of the slope where there is outcropping of the rock, this has 
an exquisitely dry, pure and mineral aspect and needs time to open out. Drink from 2026 to 2036. 13.5%

BU70871 Bourgogne le chapitre (Gagey)   – £82
   A wine from Chenôve, near Marsannay, with a remarkable soil of decomposed limestone and which deserves 

at least village or even premier cru status. For now it languishes as a ‘Bourgogne’ – but only in status, not in 
quality! Round and ripe with the sweeter tannins of the Côte de Nuits, this offers excellent value for money. 
Drink from 2022 to 2028. 13.5%

BU70881 côte de Nuits villages le vaucrain (Jadot)   – £105
   Well placed, close to Nuits premier cru La Maréchale, this vineyard makes much better wine than its ‘villages’ 

provenance suggests, and at a very attractive price. Drink from 2024 to 2030. 13.5%

BU70891 Marsannay les longeroies (Jadot)   – £105
   Marsannay is perhaps the best-value village for red Burgundy, and this ripe and full 2017 with sweet tannins is a 

smart wine to buy. Drink from 2024 to 2030. 13.5%

BU70901 Marsannay clos du Roy (Gagey)   – £105
   The 2017 Clos du Roy is, as usual, slightly firmer and more structured than the Longeroies above. Both are 

lovely – it’s a personal choice of which you prefer! Drink from 2024 to 2030. 13.5%

BU70921 Pernand-vergelesses Rouge Premier cru clos de la croix de Pierre (Héritiers)   – £120
   A standout wine in the Jadot range, this comes from the steep En Caradeux vineyard. Ripe yet fresh-tasting and 

a little fleshier than most Pernands. Drink from 2024 to 2030. 13%

BU70911 savigny-lès-Beaune Premier cru clos des Guettes (Gagey)   – £132
   Lovely mid-weight wine from another very steep slope, which intercepts more sunlight ensuring good levels of 

ripeness every year. The 2017 has an attractive balance of intense red-fruit aromas, ripe fruit and silky tannins. 
Drink from 2024 to 2030. 13%

BU70931  Beaune Premier cru Grèves (Héritiers)   – £175
   I tasted seven Beaune premiers crus and chose just two: the first is a pretty, fine-boned wine with sweet 

tannins and a seductive red-fruited palate. Drink from 2024 to 2032. 13%

BU70941 Beaune Premier cru clos des couchereaux (Héritiers)  – £175
   The second Beaune premier cru I chose is from Clos des Couchereaux, which occupies a warm southerly 

exposition in a high cool site. This makes for a wine that balances ripeness and freshness in a highly successful 
way and the 2017 has nice ripe tannins yet an attractive fresh finish too. Drink from 2024 to 2032. 13%

BU70951 volnay Premier cru clos de la Barre   – £255
   Poor weather-beaten Volnay is getting its mojo back! After a series of vintages with serious frost and hail, the 

vines are recovering and are able to properly ripen. As a result, there is now a sweetness to the fruit and 
silkiness to the tannins. A lovely wine. Drink from 2024 to 2032. 13%

BU70961 chambolle-Musigny Premier cru les Fuées (Jadot)   – £400
   Beautifully situated between Las Cras and grand cru Bonnes Mares, high on the slope, with shallow soil just 

covering the limestone rock, this vineyard produces tense, vibrant aromatic wines. The 2017 is pretty and 
perfumed. Drink from 2027 to 2032. 13.5%

BU70971 Gevrey-chambertin Premier cru les cazétiers   £200 –
   This has bright, crystalline pinot fruit and a sleek and sensual palate. Gevreys from the cool Combe de Lavaux 

such as Cazétiers and Clos Saint Jacques (below) have intense and complex aromas and an attractive sense of 
energy and finesse. Drink from 2027 to 2032. 13.5%

BU70991 Gevrey-chambertin Premier cru clos saint Jacques (Jadot)   £345 –
   Perfectly situated in this cool valley, Clos Saint Jacques is the king of this Combe, and a candidate for elevation to 

grand cru. It has an innate class which is not to do with power, but instead with the harmony and proportion of 
all its elements that sets it apart. It is easy to recognise but difficult to describe. Drink from 2027 to 2032. 13.5%

BU70981 chapelle-chambertin Grand cru (Jadot)   £445 –
   Opulent and voluptuous wine of true grand cru class. This is made from vines planted in 1926 which produce 

beautifully ripe, tiny berries. This high proportion of skin to pulp results in abundant colour and sweet tannins. 
Drink from 2027 to 2032. 13.5%
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dOMAINe FRANçOIs lamaRche, Vosne-Romanée 
François, who sadly died in 2013, took over from his father in 1985 and his daughter Nicole assumed the management of the vines and 
winemaking in 2006. she has raised quality and consistency even further. Harvest began on the 27th september and, like last year, 
30% whole-bunch fermentation is used for all the wines, which are neither fined nor filtered.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  three

BU71861 echézeaux Grand cru     £287
   Echézeaux is a significant step up the ladder from the domaine’s premiers crus in 2017, with greater depth and a 

noticeably bigger and firmer structure quite rare in this vintage. Drink from 2027 to 2035. 13.5%

BU71871 clos de vougeot Grand cru   £287
   Lamarche have vines in the bottom, middle and top of the Clos and make a good example each year. Like 

Nuits-Saint-Georges, it has benefitted from global warming and the texture of this wine has been improving 
over the years. There is a rich creaminess in 2017 on the front palate, while the finish shows silky tannins.  
Drink from 2028 to 2039. 13.5%

BU71881 la Grande Rue Grand cru    £1275
   A sensual, alluring wine with a smooth palate and silky texture of true grand cru dimensions. One of the 

summits of Burgundy, from a vineyard superbly situated between La Tâche and La Romanée-Conti. Drink from 
2029 to 2039. 13% 

dOMAINe leflaive, Puligny-Montrachet
This is the first vintage to be made entirely by leflaive’s new cellarmaster, Pierre vincent. Harvest took place from 28th August to  
3rd september. The berries were small with thick skins. 

After 22 years of biodynamic viticulture, they feel the wines have better acidity. All are matured for a year in 228-litre pièces then six 
months in tanks on the fermentation lees to add extra texture and complexity before bottling. since the 2014 vintage domaine 
leflaive have been using diam corks (diam 10 for Bourgogne and village, and diam 30 for premiers and grands crus). 

Please note: unfortunately quantities are so tiny that we have to limit members to one bottle only. 

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  bottle

BU70061 Bourgogne Blanc    £43
   Sourced from three plots, Les Parties, Les Houlières and La Plante des Champs, Leflaive’s Bourgogne is soft and 

quite ripe in 2017. Drink from 2020 to 2023. 13%

BU70071 Puligny-Montrachet    £74
   With good concentration and length for a village wine and offering a nice tension between ripeness and appley 

freshness on the palate, this is produced from six plots planted between 1955 and 2003 and which extend to 
4.6 hectares. Drink from 2021 to 2024. 13%

BU70081 Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru clavoillon     £108
   Big and broad shouldered, yet finishing with a seam of freshness, this is perhaps the most improved wine in the 

Leflaive line-up. Despite being superbly situated, this vineyard has quite a lot of clay in the soil (pinot noir was 
planted here in the past). Drink from 2021 to 2024. 13%

BU70091 Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru les Folatières    £175
   This wonderful hillside vineyard is cool and high in limestone, producing quintessential Puligny. This comes from 

1.6 hectares with plantings dating back to 1962. A backward and restrained wine in 2017 with a mineral palate 
of great length. Drink from 2022 to 2025. 13%

BU70101 Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru les Pucelles    £208
   A big, ripe and succulent wine in 2017, Pucelles is almost of grand cru stature. Drink from 2022 to 2025. 13%

BU70111 Bienvenues Bâtard-Montrachet Grand cru    £383
   A step up in stature, with greater amplitude in the mouth than the previous wines, this is made from two plots 

planted in 1958 and 1959 amounting to 1.15 hectares. Dense yet lively and fresh on the finish, with a lovely 
subtle flavour of peaches. Drink from 2024 to 2028. 13.5%

BU70121 Bâtard-Montrachet Grand cru    £416
   From two parcels, one above Bienvenues and one below Le Montrachet on the Chassagne side. Bâtard sits well 

down below the surface of the road which separates it from Le Montrachet above, marking a fault in the rock 
and a transition to more clay in the soil, giving this broad-shouldered wine a weighty palate whose density can 
be felt in the mouth. Drink from 2024 to 2028. 13.5%

BU70131 chevalier-Montrachet Grand cru    £516
   Pure, linear and uncompromising wine made from 1.79 hectares with vines dating back to 1955. Chevalier sits at 

the top of the slope where there is outcropping of the limestone rock and little soil. The 2017 has a fine, fresh 
nose with lift and energy. Drink from 2024 to 2029. 13.5%
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dOMAINe BeRTRANd maume
Most of this domaine was sold to Moray Tawse in 2013 (see page 20), but a small part was retained and Bertrand Maume continues 
to make wine in the same appealing style as before. The fruit is picked fully ripe and given 16-18 months’ élevage, resulting in wines 
that are round and succulent.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU70031 Bourgogne Rouge    £77
   A medium-bodied wine with pretty pinot fruit and a fresh finish. Principally from the Vignes Blanches vineyard, 

this offers good quality for Bourgogne. Drink from 2022 to 2028. 13%

BU70041 Gevrey-chambertin    £192 
   From plots with highish levels of limestone and pebbles, giving a round palate with bright, vibrant fruit.  

Drink from 2024 to 2034. 13.5%

BU70051 Gevrey-chambertin en Pallud    £232
   A very impressive wine from 55-year-old vines, well situated mid-slope and adjacent to premier cru Corbeaux. 

This is rich and soft with seductive succulent fruit and silky tannins. Drink from 2026 to 2035. 13.5%

cHâTeAU de meuRsault, Meursault
One of my favourite cellars in 2017 and a property whose wines we have been buying since the 2012 vintage. New owners and 
management have transformed quality by setting high standards and investing in cellar equipment, and I think these are the best wines 
they have made so far. The grapes were picked from 29th August to 2nd september and all are bottled with diam closures.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU70631 Meursault clos des Grands charrons    £205
   Grand Charrons is one of Meursault’s playfully named deuxièmes crus – better than most village wines but not 

quite at premier cru level. This excellent hillside vineyard produces more concentrated and fresh-tasting wines 
than those on the flatter lands and the 2017 has firm muscular fruit, concentration and excellent length of 
flavour. Drink from 2021 to 2026. 13%

BU70641 Meursault Premier cru charmes dessus    £290
   Very appealing wine from Dessus, the upper and best part of Charmes. This is bright and fresh with an intense 

fruitiness. Drink from 2022 to 2028. 13.5%

BU70651 Meursault Premier cru Perrières    £310
   A drier, firm and grippier style of wine compared to the softer Charmes above, Perrières benefits from cellaring 

to show at its best. It sits above Charmes towards the top of the slope on stony limestone soil. Drink from 
2022 to 2028. 13.5%

BU70661 Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru champs canet    £405
   Champs Canet is rather underestimated, perhaps because few of the top names other than Sauzet have vines 

here. It is situated adjacent to Meursault Perrières but over the dividing line into Puligny. Château de Meursault’s 
2017 is a concentrated, firm and structured wine with more grip than most Pulignys. This will come into its own 
with some bottle age when the fruit blossoms. Drink from 2022 to 2028. 13.5%

dOMAINe de montille, Volnay
lovely, gentle and pretty wines were made here in 2017. de Montille make elegant wines and seem to know instinctively how to 
handle a mid-weight vintage. Others might be tempted to over extract but they are not. The grapes’ characteristics are shaped by the 
weather and then transparently translated into wine. 

One can judge a producer by its Bourgogne rouge: it’s the most difficult wine to make well and de Montille’s very delicate Bourgogne 
pinot noir is a model of balance and minimalism. The harvest started on 28th August, stopping on 30th and 31st when there was 
20-40ml of rain and starting again on 2nd september. I note the percentage of whole-bunch fermentation (used to add freshness)  
in the notes for the red wines below. diam corks are used for all white wines.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU70291 Meursault ‘saint christophe’    £252
   New this year, this is an impressive, fine, fresh, tense wine with a long finish. A blend of three hillside vineyards  

(50% Casses Têtes, 25% Narvaux and 25% Petits Charrons). Drink from 2022 to 2028. 13%

BU70301 Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru le cailleret    £495
   Midway to a grand cru in structure. Cailleret is a superb vineyard which borders Le Montrachet. Ripe, rich and 

concentrated yet finishing freshly, this shows the lovely balance of the 2017s. Drink from 2022 to 2030. 13%

BU70311 corton-charlemagne Grand cru    £500
   Excellent, big and ripe wine from the south-facing Pougets vineyard, with firm muscular fruit and steely 

freshness. Drink from 2024 to 2032. 13% 
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 Ref   In-Bond delivered price three  six

BU70181 Bourgogne   – £105
   Delicate, fine-boned pinot noir from vineyards below Volnay and Puligny classed as Bourgogne and aged 

between 45 and 55 years of age. 100% destemmed. A third was vinified and matured in tank to preserve the 
bright fruit. Aromatic, light in body and very pretty. Drink from 2022 to 2026. 13%

BU70191 Beaune Premier cru les sizies   – £192
   With a pretty red-fruit nose and a quite mineral palate, this is a wine with freshness to the fore. 33% whole-

bunch fermented. Drink from 2024 to 2030. 13%

BU70201 Beaune Premier cru les Grèves   – £265
   From 55-60 year old vines on a vineyard with more clay than the Sizies above, producing a bigger, richer  

and rounder style of Beaune with sweet, friendly tannins. 33% whole-bunch fermented. Drink from 2025 to 
2032. 13%

BU70211 Nuits-saint-Georges Premier cru les Thorey   – £295
   Exquisite. Les Thorey is high on a scrubby hillside with little soil over the limestone bedrock, making for a pretty, 

aromatic and fine-boned wine which in 2017 offers a perfumed nose and bright vibrant palate. 66% whole-
bunch fermented. Drink from 2024 to 2033. 13%

BU70231 volnay Premier cru les champans   – £405
   A mix of soils (sand, marl and clay) gives a balanced Volnay producing a fresh yet round palate. 66% whole-

bunch fermented. Drink from 2025 to 2034. 12.5%

BU70221 Pommard Premier cru Pezérolles   – £407
   In Etienne’s hands this always tastes like a silky Volnay: neither big nor rustic, but fine-boned and delicate, with 

gentle sweet tannins. 33% whole-bunch fermented. Drink from 2024 to 2033. 13%

BU70241 volnay Premier cru les Taillepieds   – £417
   Superb. Taillepieds’ 80-year-old vines yield exceptional fruit and serve to replicate new stock for the domaine. 

Its gravel-over-limestone soil is warm and it produces ripe yet fine wines. 100% whole-bunch fermented.  
Drink from 2024 to 2033. 13%

BU70251 Pommard Premier cru Rugiens-Bas   – £537
   Outstanding. The clay soil of Rugiens (beautifully translated by wine writer Hugh Johnson as ‘ruddy’!) is 

coloured red by iron. Red clay produces wines with sweet and round tannins and Bas is the best part.  
A dense, powerful and inky 2017 whose 40% new oak is absorbed without a trace. 66% whole-bunch 
fermented. Drink from 2026 to 2038. 13%

BU70261 corton Grand cru clos du Roi   £268 –
   A fine and elegant 2017 from perhaps the top red Corton vineyard. The vines are between 65 and 75 years 

old, and of excellent quality, producing regular yields. The relatively sweet tannins in this vintage produce a silky 
palate. 66% whole-bunch fermented. Drink from 2025 to 2036. 13%

BU70271 vosne-Romanée Premier cru Aux Malconsorts   £550 –
   A glorious wine with sumptuous fruit and a caressing velvety mouthfeel. 100% whole-bunch fermented.  

Drink from 2026 to 2038. 13% 

BU70281 vosne-Romanée Premier cru Aux Malconsorts cuvée christiane   £825 –
   Named after Etienne’s mother, this is from a block that touches grand cru La Tâche. It has everything the straight 

Malconsorts above has… and then just a little bit more! The tannins are slightly sweeter and there is a greater 
sense of opulence. 100% whole-bunch fermented. Drink from 2028 to 2040. 13%
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dOMAINe deNIs moRtet, Gevrey-Chambertin
lovely, fresh, mid-weight wines reflecting the vintage. After a number of years of low yields here, 2017 yielded a relatively high 45hl/ha 
for village and 40hl/ha for premiers crus. Arnaud mentioned that, due to reserves of energy in the vine from half a crop in 2016, there 
was a potential to make 70hl/ha in 2017 if a severe pruning and de-budding had not been practised. 14 people toil on 14 hectares in 
the summer to tend the vines. Harvest began on 6th september. 

The percentage of new oak is noted. It is well judged and does not mark the wines. some whole-bunch fermentation is also practised, 
contributing an extra spark of freshness and the promise of a rose-like perfume to develop after some bottle age as any aromas of 
the stems disappear.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price three six

BU70371 Bourgogne cuvée de Noble souche   – £120
   Fresh, aromatic and pretty pinot noir with aromas and flavours of bright red-cherry fruit. 25% new wood.  

Drink from 2023 to 2028. 13%

BU70381 Marsannay les longeroies   – £150
   A light-boned Marsannay that is bright, fresh and elegant. 25% new oak. Drink from 2023 to 2028. 13% 

BU70391 Fixin   £85 –
   A little richer, riper and sweeter than the Marsannay above, this is produced from two complementary 

vineyards: Champs de Charmes, whose stony soil produces elegant wines, and Champs Pennebaut, where dark 
soils give wines with more structure. 30% new oak. Drink from 2023 to 2028. 13%

BU70401 Gevrey-chambertin Mes cinq Terroirs  – £270
   Arnaud Mortet first made this in 2013, amalgamating his standard and his vieilles vignes cuvées into a single 

wine, and this has worked very well. Previously the basic village wine was just a little subpar, while some of the 
vieilles vignes cuvées rivalled the premiers crus. The Cinq Terroirs (five vineyards) in this wine are Au Vellé, En 
Motrot, Combes du Dessus, En Champs and En Deré, and their assemblage produces a very superior village 
wine. Bright and vibrant in 2017, with intensity of aroma and flavour to the fore rather than power, and a lovely 
fresh finish. 15% whole bunch. 35% new oak. Drink from 2025 to 2031. 13%

BU70431 chambolle-Musigny Premier cru Beaux Bruns   £300 –
   Plump yet pert wine from deeper and richer soils in the commune’s alluvial fan. This is quite ripe and round for 

a Chambolle. Drink from 2026 to 2039. 13%

BU70411 Gevrey-chambertin Premier cru les champeaux  £315 –
   A lovely east-facing vineyard from the cool Combe de Lavaux. This combines Gevrey’s ripe fruit and 

completeness with a little extra aromatic personality, while retaining freshness. 30% whole bunch. 70% new 
oak. Drink from 2026 to 2039. 13.5%

BU70421 Gevrey-chambertin Premier cru lavaux saint-Jacques   £345 –
   Superb wine. This vineyard is beautifully situated in the Combe de Lavaux, a cool spot as cold air drains down 

into the combe (or valley) at night, but with a warm south-east exposition which intercepts more morning sun. 
This duality gives ripe yet fresh grapes with an extra nuance of intensity and energy. 5% whole bunch. 70% new 
oak. Drink from 2026 to 2039. 13% 

BU70441 clos vougeot Grand cru   £627 –
   This is a really fine and elegant Clos Vougeot. As mentioned already, the 2017 vintage contributes finesse and 

diminishes firmness which has really suited the Clos Vougeots. A wine with silky tannins and very long finish of 
grand cru dimensions. 25% whole bunch. 80% new oak. Drink from 2030 to 2041. 13.5%
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dOMAINe sylvAIN Pataille, Marsannay 
sylvain is unbelievably talented and his was one of the best cellars in the 2017 vintage. The reds are exuberantly fruity with ripe fruit, 
sweet silky tannins and a fresh finish. They are pure joy unconfined! 

The yields were 42hl/ha for the reds. Whites were 35hl/ha as coulure (imperfect fruit set) reduced the quantity, but not the quality. 
We have also bought some aligotés and his Fleur du Pinot rosé, which will appear in the list. I know of no-one else who makes all 
colours of wine (reds, whites and rosés) so well. Harvest began on 3rd september for the whites and 9th september for the reds.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU69961 Marsannay Blanc    £100
   Superb in 2017, with fresh, firm, muscular appley fruit. This comes from a high-density vineyard planted with 

low-yielding plant material in 2012 to 14,000 vines/ha (10,000 is the norm). The combination of low-yielding 
plants and high density gives concentrated grapes much earlier in the process than standard practices. 
Fermented and matured in a mixture of 228, 300 and 600-litre barrels. Drink from 2021 to 2023. 13%

BU69881 Bourgogne Rouge    £65
   This is a seductive, light to medium-bodied Bourgogne with all the joys of pinot noir on show: ripe, perfumed 

fruit on the nose and a fresh, vibrant palate. Made with 30% whole bunches. Drink from 2020 to 2022. 12.5%

BU69891 Marsannay    £92
   Pure pinot noir pleasure: fresh, intense aromas and a sweet, juicy palate. Gorgeous. Made with 66% whole 

bunches. Drink from 2020 to 2023. 13% 

BU69901 Marsannay longeroies    £135
   Lovely ripe and succulent pinot. Longeroies has a generosity of fruit to it, redolent of strawberries in 2017, and a 

light tannic structure. It’s ready to drink before the Clos du Roy below. 100% whole bunch. Drink from 2021 to 
2027. 13%

BU69911 Marsannay clos du Roy    £135
   Clos du Roy is a top vineyard producing one of the firmer and more structured wines of the commune, which 

needs some bottle age for the tannins to soften, which will then release the aromas. 100% whole bunch.  
Drink from 2023 to 2028. 13%

BU70521 Bourgogne clos du chapitre    £135
   Ripe, black-fruited pinot with a dense yet silky palate. This is made on the outskirts of Dijon at Chenôve. It may 

be an improbable setting for a lovely wine, but this is a splendid vineyard of at least village, possibly premier cru 
quality just downgraded because it falls into Chenôve. 100% whole bunch. Drink from 2021 to 2026. 13%

BU69921 Marsannay l’Ancestrale    £275
   This is Sylvain’s cuvée of the domaine’s oldest vines, from a number of different vineyards, which are 

approximately 80 years old. Old vines produce beautifully balanced grapes with a natural unforced 
concentration. With a powerful, firm palate of considerable weight and substance, this will reward cellaring 
when it opens and blooms. 100% whole bunch. Drink from 2023 to 2030. 13%

dOMAINe HeNRI PRuDhon, Saint-Aubin 
As ever, lovely understated wines here, and at modest prices. They started the harvest on 4th september. They made what is a full 
normal harvest of about 55hl/ha, harvesting perfectly ripe grapes with a potential alcohol of 13-13.5%. The whites are bottled with 
diam corks.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU71901 saint-Aubin Premier cru les Meurgers dents des chien    £105
   A meurger is the wall around a vineyard made from rocks cleared from it, while Dents de Chien, or ‘dog’s teeth’, 

suggests they are sharp and angular. The wine itself is anything but: ripe and fruity with the scent of peaches and 
a fresh, appley palate. Drink from 2021 to 2023. 13%

BU71911 saint-Aubin Premier cru les Perrières    £105
   A firm and muscular wine made from 40-year-old vines and with a bright and fresh finish. Drink from 2021 to 

2023. 13%

BU71921 Puligny-Montrachet les enseignères    £187
   A floral honeysuckle-scented Puligny with a ripe and fresh palate from this well-sited village vineyard near grand 

cru Bâtard-Montrachet. Drink from 2021 to 2023. 13%

BU71891 saint-Aubin Premier cru sur le sentier du clou    £90
   The predominantly limestone soils of Saint-Aubin produce a lightish style of red with the accent on the aromatic 

and pretty red-fruit aromas. This one, made from 70-year-old vines, has a light-boned, refreshing palate with 
minimal tannins. Drink from 2021 to 2023. 
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dOMAINe GeORGes RoumieR , Chambolle-Musigny
christophe Roumier began his harvest on the 8th september. yields were about 36hl/ha for Morey clos de la Bussière and 40hl/ha 
for all the wines from the chambolle commune. Please note: Unfortunately quantities are so tiny that we have to limit members to either 
three bottles or one bottle each, as indicated below. 

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price bottle three

BU71631 chambolle-Musigny  –  £150
   A pretty red-fruited Chambolle with a fine-boned, medium-bodied palate and a vibrant, fresh finish. Drink from 

2025 to 2030. 13%

BU71641 Morey-saint-denis Premier cru clos de la Bussière   £64 –
   Some big vintages leave their imprint on the character of the vineyard, but 2017 is fairly transparent in this 

regard (although Bonne Mares is an exception). As well as the weight and concentration from the low yield 
(just 36hl/ha), therefore, one can also taste the nuances of terroir here, with the firmer structure of Morey 
present, yet the wine is not overly dry. Drink from 2025 to 2035. 13% 

BU71651 chambolle-Musigny Premier cru les cras  £87 –
   This vineyard is situated at the top of the slope where there is outcropping of the rock, and very little soil, which 

is high in limestone (cras means craie or chalk). Here again one perceives the minerality of the vineyard and feels 
its long and linear profile. With time, the mineral grip softens and the fruit is released, and it can blossom into 
one of the most intense aromatic expressions of Chambolle you can experience. Drink from 2025 to 2038. 13%

BU71661 Bonnes Mares Grand cru  £312 –
   A relatively lighter tannic structure than usual, reflecting the style of the vintage, has allowed the aromas and 

fruit flavours to be more present at an earlier moment in this wine’s development. However, it has enough 
structure to keep well and is likely to shut down after this open phase; so it is best to keep it for at least 12 
years. Drink from 2029 to 2038. 13%

BU71671 chambolle-Musigny Premier cru Amoureuses   £341 –
   A stunning, sensual wine with a seductive palate of rounded freshness. This is a beautiful mid-weight 

Amoureuses. Drink from 2028 to 2036. 13.5%

eTIeNNe sauzet, Puligny-Montrachet
This is an excellent vintage for sauzet. son-in-law Benoît Riffault records a decade working at sauzet, since 2009, and he has helped 
further improve quality here. He suggests yields were approximately 35hl/ha for premiers crus, 45hl/ha for villages and 50hl/ha for 
Bourgognes. They began harvesting on 28th August. Alcohols range between 13% and 14%, and the wines spend 12 months in barrel 
and 4-6 months in tank before bottling. 

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price bottle three  six

BU70451  Puligny-Montrachet  – – £230 
   A lovely expression of the typical floral and mineral aspects of Puligny with balance assured by the 

assemblage, which utilises the fruit of 12 different plots. 15% new oak. Drink from 2020 to 2024. 13%

BU70471 Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru la Garenne  – – £325
   Quite a ripe Garenne this year, picked a little later than usual to give a lightly honeyed, soft palate.  

Drink from 2020 to 2025. 13.5%

BU70481 Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru les Referts  – – £415
   This vineyard is sited near the bottom of the slope and has more clay in the soil. This means that it 

produces quite a broad and grippy wine, but it also helps protect the vines from water stress, 
maintaining good levels of freshness this year. Drink from 2020 to 2025. 13.5%

BU70491 Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru champ canet –  £230 –
   Powerful, firm and muscular wine from a 1.2ha holding across four plots, with vines ranging from 28 to 93 years 

of age (the average is about 65 years). This well-sited vineyard, adjacent to Meursault Perrières, produces lots 
of millerands (small golden berries), resulting in deep-coloured wines. Drink from 2021 to 2026. 13.5%

BU70501 Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru les Folatières  £76 – –
   A star this year. Taut and tense, in a lovely bright crystalline style. It comes from one of the highest bits 

of Folatières (En La Richarde) with shallow limestone soils where the maturity can change quite quickly. 
Drink from 2021 to 2026. 13.5%

BU70511 Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru les combettes – £300 –
   Superb, dense and opulent: a wine of controlled power. Combettes is beautifully situated mid slope and 

has well-drained soil, and is quite high in clay, which gives the wine its body and power. Drink from 2021 
to 2026. 13.5%

  Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru champ Gain
  From a vineyard with highish amounts of clay, situated near La Truffière, and surrounded by a forest. This 

sheltered site produces quite a ripe, full-bodied wine with peachy fruit. Low stock: this wine is only available 
in the 2017 Etienne Sauzet Puligny-Montrachet mixed case on page 22. Drink from 2020 to 2025. 13% 
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dOMAINe tawse, Gevrey-Chambertin 
canadian Moray Tawse bought domaine Maume in 2013. The wines which follow are all made from vineyards previously owned by 
Maume. englishman Mark Fincham has day-to-day responsibility for vineyards and winemaking. The domaine is in conversion to 
biodynamic viticulture. Horses plough the grands crus and the trellising has been renewed and raised to increase leaf surface area.

The harvest lasted between 11th and 15th september for the Gevrey wines and red yields were about 42hl/ha. Mark destemmed a 
little more than in previous years as the grapes from the cooler Gevrey vineyards were less ripe. 

some will ask how the domaine Tawse wines compare to those of domaine Bertrand Maume (see page 15). I bought both because  
I feel they are of equal quality. The Tawse wines are a little brighter, fresher, firmer and finer, while Bertrand Maume’s are rounder, 
softer and slightly more sensual wines. 

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU71971 Gevrey-chambertin    £175
   This is lovely. A cuvée of eight parcels including La Justice, Clos Prieur Bas and Combes, picked between 11th 

and 12th September, with firm fruit, good density and a fine, fresh finish. Drink from 2025 to 2030. 13%

BU71981 Gevrey-chambertin en etelois    £200
   An elegant 2017 with fresh and bright red-fruit flavours and good length on the finish. From a well-situated 

vineyard under grand cru Griotte Chambertin. Drink from 2025 to 2032. 13%

BU71991 Gevrey-chambertin en Pallud    £200
   Made from 55-year-old vines, this is a lovely balanced wine with aspects of ripe fruit balanced by firm tannins 

and a fresh finish. Drink from 2027 to 2034. 13.5%

BU72001 Gevrey-chambertin Premier cru champeaux    £340
   A fresh and pretty Gevrey with ripe red-berry fruit. This is from a cool spot in the Combe de Lavaux at 400m 

altitude, planted in 1983 on soils high in limestone, Champeaux was harvested on 13th September this year and 
the wine was made with 30% whole-bunch fermentation. Drink from 2028 to 2035. 13%

BU72011 Gevrey-chambertin Premier cru lavaux saint-Jacques    £380
   A little rounder and richer that the Champeaux above. Old vines give an extra dimension of sophistication and 

beautifully silky tannins. No whole bunch. Drink from 2028 to 2036. 13.5%

BU72021 Mazoyères-chambertin Grand cru    £700
   Just two barrels were made in 2017. The 60 to 80-year-old vines that produce small, concentrated berries, and 

the wine is dark in colour with an opulent, seductive texture and uncommon depth of flavour for the vintage. 
Picked on 15th September and made without whole-bunch fermentation. Drink from 2028 to 2038. 13.5%

BU72031 Mazis-chambertin Grand cru    £875
   One of the summits of the 2017 vintage. This succulent, dense and powerful wine is made from three parcels of 

vines aged 35, 60 and 80 years of age, from shallow soil and good plant material known as pinot tordu (pinot 
with small yields but difficult to train as its growth habit is irregular and ‘twisted’). Picked on 15th September 
and made with 10% whole-bunch fermentation. Drink from 2028 to 2040. 13.5%

dOMAINe tollot-Beaut, Chorey-lès-Beaune
Tollot-Beaut made lovely wines in 2017, harvesting from 5th to 15th september. They recorded 22mm of rain on 2nd september at 
chorey (there was only 10mm at Meursault) which helped unblock the ripening process as some of the vines were suffering from 
water stress. Recent investment on a superb Pellenc destemmer and optical sorter in 2014 has increased the quality of fruit and tannin.

 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU72041 chorey-lès-Beaune    £100
   Lovely plump, round and satisfying wine with sweet tannins. 25% new oak. Drink from 2021 to 2029. 13%

BU72051 savigny-lès-Beaune Premier cru lavières    £160
   Fresh, bright, open and accessible Savigny with a medium-bodied palate and sweet tannins. 35-40% new oak. 

Drink from 2022 to 2030. 13%

BU72061 Aloxe-corton    £162
   A darker, more serious style here. Aloxe can have rustic tannins, but this was replanted in 2007 with a broad 

selection of high-quality clones and the quality of the resultant wine has been transformed. The 2017 is quite 
firm and dense, yet without hardness and an attractive freshness too. 30-40% new oak. Drink from 2023 to 
2031. 13%
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JeAN-MARc vincent, Santenay
This is one of the best cellars of the vintage and warmly recommended for wines that offer excellent value for money. 

Jean-Marc vincent and his wife Anne-Marie have made one of their best-ever vintages. Indeed their white wines are their best so far 
– better than the 2014s. Coulure (imperfect fruit set) and some heat stress reduced their chardonnay yields, concentrating the berries 
and thickening the skins, where the structure and aroma resides. The quality of their wines is the result of many years continual 
improvement of a combination of grand cru viticulture and an amazing progressive development of cellar technique which came to a 
head in 2017. yet Jean-Marc is never satisfied and always has new plans to improve something! yields were about 40-45hl/ha for both 
reds and whites with alcohols of about 13%. Harvest took place between the 1st and 8th september, starting with the whites. The 
white wines are fermented in 300-litre barrels, instead of the normal 228-litre, to preserve freshness. All the wines are bottled with 
diam corks.
 Ref  In-Bond delivered price  six

BU71571 Bourgogne Blanc   £140
   Fresh, saline and taut. A wine of impressive quality for a Bourgogne. Drink from 2020 to 2026. 13%

BU71581 saint-Aubin Premier cru    £145
   A ripe, ample and honeyed Saint-Aubin made from bought-in grapes. Drink from 2020 to 2024. 13%

BU71601 Auxey-duresses les Hautés    £155
   Outstanding quality. What length and finesse! This is a firm and muscular wine from a lovely mature, north-east 

facing vineyard (70% of the vines were planted in 1936, and 30% 30 years old) bordering Meursault. Drink from 
2021 to 2026. 13%

BU71611 santenay Premier cru Beaurepaire Blanc    £150
   Tense and fresh wine from vines planted on a patch of marnes soil, which gives firm, dry, structured chardonnay. 

Drink from 2020 to 2024. 13%

BU71621 Puligny-Montrachet corvée des vignes    £225
   A slightly fuller-flavoured Puligny compared to last year. Fragrant, honeysuckle-scented wine with a crisp, appley 

palate. Drink from 2021 to 2025. 13%

BU71521 santenay Rouge Premier cru le Passetemps    £155
   A really intense and expressive nose with pretty fruit on the palate. This comes from a dense vineyard of 

14,000 vines/ha (10,000 is normal) planted in 2004, now producing fruit of impressive complexity and rivalling 
the old-vine Gravières wine below. Drink from 2023 to 2030. 13%

BU71531 santenay Rouge Premier cru les Gravières    £160
   A rich and round 2017 from a vineyard with three old-vine parcels. Planted in 1949, 1950 and 1951, these vines 

produce grapes with a wonderful natural balance. Drink from 2024 to 2031. 13%

Santenay vines where the Vincents have made one of of their best-ever vintages
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2017 INTROdUcTION TO  
WHITe BURGUNdy cAse 
drinking window: 2021*

A 12-bottle case containing three bottles each of the following four  
white wines:

domaine samuel Billaud, chablis les Grands Terroirs

domaine saint-denis, Mâcon-chardonnay

domaine coche-Bizouard, Bourgogne chardonnay

Maison Roche de Bellene, Montagny

ref Oc4756 at £129

2017 INTROdUcTION TO  
Red BURGUNdy cAse
drinking window: 2021 to 2022*

A 12-bottle case containing three bottles each of the following four  
red wines:

domaine sylvain Pataille, Bourgogne Rouge

Jadot, Bourgogne le chapitre (Gagey)

domaine Bertrand Maume, Bourgogne Rouge

domaine Tollot-Beaut, chorey-lès-Beaune

ref Oc4766 at £165

2017 WHITe BURGUNdy cAse
drinking window: 2022 to 2023*

A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following six  
white wines:

domaine Henri Prudhon, saint-Aubin Premier cru Perrières

domaine coche-Bizouard, Meursault

Jadot, Pernand-vergelesses clos de la croix de Pierre

domaine William Fèvre, chablis

domaine Jean-Marc vincent, Auxey-duresses les Hautés

domaine de la soufrandise, Pouilly-Fuissé vieilles vignes

ref Oc4786 at £118

2017 Red BURGUNdy cAse 
drinking window: 2026 to 2027*

A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following six red wines:

domaine de Bellene, côtes de Nuits-villages vieilles vignes

domaine Tawse, Gevrey-chambertin

domaine sylvain Pataille, Marsannay clos du Roy

domaine Jean-Marc vincent, santenay Rouge Premier cru les 
Gravières

domaine Jean chauvenet, Nuits-saint-Georges 

domaine Jean Grivot, vosne-Romanée

ref Oc4776 at £154

2017 eTIeNNe sAUZeT  
PUlIGNy-MONTRAcHeT cAse 
drinking window: 2021 to 2025*

A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following six white wines:

etienne sauzet, Puligny-Montrachet les combettes

etienne sauzet, Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru la Garenne

etienne sauzet, Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru les Referts

etienne sauzet, Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru champ 
canet

etienne sauzet, Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru les Folatières

etienne sauzet, Puligny-Montrachet Premier cru champ Gain

ref Oc4796 at £443

*Drink dates for these mixed cases refer to the period when all 
the wines will be at their peak. Please refer to the individual wine 
for its recommended drink date.

MIXED CASES
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In speaking of vineyards, I occasionally mention the soil, situation 
or exposition. This is an attempt to describe how the soils affect 
the taste of the wine.

Although it is currently thought that different soils do not directly 
affect flavour, their thermal properties can influence ripeness, and 
their ability to supply a more or less constant source of water to 
the vine in conditions of excess or insufficient humidity are 
important to the wine. Different soil types do seem to influence 
the texture of a wine.

Speaking very simply, Burgundy’s soils are principally a mix of 
greater or lesser proportions of clay and limestone. 

n	 	soils high in clay generally suit pinot noir and increase the 
tannic structure and substance of a wine. This gives a rounder 
feel to the palate. They are also colder as they retain more 
water and can accumulate at the bottom of the slope. Red clays, 
such as those found in Pommard Rugiens Bas, seem to 
contribute slightly sweeter tannins. White wines planted on clay 
soils, such as Chassagne Morgeot, tend to be quite big, broad or 
spherical, offering more power than finesse. There are many 
different types of clay with differing water-holding capacities and 
surface areas offering different properties. Those that retain a 
lot of water can increase production and slow down ripening 
leading to green wines with dry tannins. However, in very hot 
years they can retain water and supply it to the vine and 
produce well-balanced grapes and, therefore, wines. Burgundy is 
full of exceptions. So Kimmeridgian clay, named after a Dorset 
village where it was first identified, is found in Chablis. It is 
heavily studded with small limestone comma-shaped fossils and 
gives the grands crus their breadth and power. 

n	 	limestone-based soils are well drained and so relatively warm 
and tend to produce more linear wines with a certain 
‘minerality’. This is a term that is perhaps overused and poorly 
defined but is difficult to avoid. Limestone soils usually produce 
dry and bright wines with a crystalline aspect and a linear palate. 
At the top of the slope where there is outcropping of limestone 
in vineyards like Chevalier Montrachet which can produce very 
fine linear wines with a palate of great length and little width. 
Red wines planted on vines high in limestone like Saint-Aubin, or 
Nuits-Saint-Georges Clos de Thorey, can be light-bodied and 
fragrant with some fresh acidity and low tannin.

n	 	sandy soils, such as Beaune Clos du Roy, advance maturity and 
produce ripe but light wines with light structure. They can 
suffer from water stress in hot years.

Overly fertilised soils with high nitrogen content lead to vegetative 
growth at the expense of ripeness. Vines are best not stressed 
but allowed a limited uptake of certain substances to moderate 
their vigour but be strong enough to fight fungal diseases. They 
perform best on soils of limited fertility, but which is managed by 
additions of compost when necessary, with good friable structure 
(avoiding soil compaction from heavy tractors) and plenty of 
microbial life.

HOW vINeyARd sOIls INFlUeNce THe WINes IN BURGUNdy

 The majestic Clos Saint Jacques vineyard in Gevrey-Chambertin is a candidate for promotion to grand cru



How this offer works
Orders by telephone, website, post and fax will be accepted. If 
you would like to order via the website, visit thewinesociety.com/
enprimeur. 

Orders need to arrive at Stevenage by 8pm, Tuesday 19th March, 
2019 and will be processed thereafter. Members whose orders 
have been received by this date will receive confirmation of their 
purchase by 10th April, 2019 at the latest. 

If you wish to receive email notifications for this and subsequent 
en primeur offers, and have not already notified us, please contact 
us on 01438 741177.

If demand exceeds supply 
The Society has a long relationship with many of the growers  
in this offer and access to good quantities of wine. It is possible 
however that demand may exceed supply for individual wines,  
in which case we will share out (as far as is practical) the available 
stock equally amongst ordering members. If this still does not 
allow every member to have some wine, then as a final resort we 
divide members into groups depending on their level of support 
for The Society (quantity of wine bought, spend, orders placed, 
etc). Members who have given greater support to The Society will 
have a better chance (but no certainty) of being allocated wine, 
and those who have given less support will have a lesser chance 
(but still a chance). The Society will offer a similar wine as a 
substitute if the original choice cannot be provided, or members 
may nominate their own substitute when ordering. Doing so will 
not lessen the chance of receiving the original wine. 

Members’ Reserves
The Society’s Members’ Reserves is a purpose-built, temperature-
controlled facility offering members access to optimum storage 
conditions. The annual rental charge (currently £8.64 per dozen if 
paid by direct debit, £9.84 if not) includes VAT and insurance at 
replacement value. Any wine bought from The Society, by the 
unmixed or pre-mixed dozen, may be added or removed at  
any time. Members can also remove a few bottles of a full case 
stored in Reserves. Please visit thewinesociety.com/reserves  
for more details. 

What the price includes
n	 	Prices shown include delivery to a UK address. They do not 

include excise duty or VAT. 

n	 	Payment of duty and VAT, at the prevailing rate (currently 
£26.78 duty per 12 75cl-bottle case, £13.39 per six-bottle case 
and 20% VAT payable on wine and duty) will be requested 
once the wines are removed for delivery or collected from 
Stevenage. The wines will arrive at Stevenage in spring 2020.

n	 	Once the wines arrive, members may opt to have them 
delivered within the UK or stored in Members’ Reserves. 

Notes 
n	 	Members, especially those living overseas, should note that  

only unmixed cases may be exported or transferred to an 
outside bond. 

n	 	Wines are offered in cases of 12, six, three or one bottle as 
indicated. 

Please read the full terms and conditions on our website before 
placing your order.

This offer will close at 8pm, Tuesday 19th 
March, 2019.

For information regarding this offer after the  
close date please contact us on 01438 741177 or 
email memberservices@thewinesociety.com

thewinesociety.com/burgundyep
01438 741177
The Wine Society, Gunnels Wood Road, Stevenage SG1 2BT

Our buyers only source the wines they truly 
believe in, so you can explore with 100%  
confidence. And if you don’t like a wine for any 
reason, we’ll give you a refund. Find out more at 
thewinesociety.com/passionbeforeprofit




